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IMPERFECTIVE VALUES 
0. Proposal. We argue that Slavic (Sl) Imperfectives (Impfs) display microvariation, and divide 
into two groups: South Sl contrasts with Russian (Russ) / West Sl as to Intentional Impfs. We 
develop an account that captures variation in the value of Impfs via restrictions on Kratzer-style 
[6, 7] modal bases (MBs) for an Imperfective Operator (IMPF). We propose that Impfs in South 
Sl allow both Extensional and Intensional MBs, whereas Impfs in West Sl/Russ allow only 
Extensional MBs. We illustrate Impf variation in the two groups in (a) Involuntary States (ISs), 
which contrast meaning, and (b) Futures (Fut), which contrast in morphology and syntax.  
1. Imperfective Variation. Impfs may display multiple readings but languages vary as to the 
range of interpretations, e.g. Hindi Impfs lack an ongoing reading (see [2]). In our view, Sl Impfs 
share ongoing , habitual, and generic readings, but differ as to intentional readings. Intentional 
Impfs reminiscent of  Romance (1) (see [3], [5]) are found in South Sl, as in (2) (see [8]), but not 
in Russ / West Sl (see [4], a.o.). Thus, Bulgarian (2) with an Impf past V encodes a past plan for 
some future time, but Russ (3) is deviant since Intentional Impfs are unavailable in its group. 
(1) Mario  partiva   domani.  (from [5])                                       Italian 
 Mario  leave.Past.Impf  tomorrow                       ‘Mario was leaving tomorrow.’ 
(2) a. Dnes,    po plan,  Ivan leteše   za Sofia.               Bulgarian 
 Today,  per plan,  Ivan fly.Past.Impf  to Sofia 
                                           ‘Today, according to plan, Ivan was flying to Sofia.’ 
(3) * Ivan  ehal                   v   Moskvu    na sledujushej   nedel.                             Russian 
  John  go.Past.Impf    to Moscow   on  following     week 
                                                         ‘*John was going to Moscow the following week.’  
2. Semantic Variation in Involuntary States. All Sl languages exhibit  ISs  with similar syntax: 
dative subject, default V (neuter), and reflexive: (4a-b) (see [8], [9], a.o.).  
 (4) a. Janezu   se  je   plesalo.                       Slovenian IS 
  J.Dat   Refl be.3Sg  danced.Neu.Impf               (South Sl) 
                                                                     ‘John was in the mood for dancing.’ 
 b. Jankowi tańczyło   się dobrze.               Polish IS 
 J.Dat   danced.Neu.Impf Refl well                (West Sl) 
                                                  ‘John danced, and felt  good about his dancing.’ 
However, ISs receive dramatically different readings. South ISs must be Impf [8], and are 
desiderative: (4a). Russ /West Sl ISs may be Impf or Perf, and are factual [9]: (4b).  
3. Syntactic Variation in Futures. Russ/ West Sl  Impf  Fut  must combine Aux and Impf Vs: 
(5a); Perf Fut contain prefixes and non-past Vs: (5b). South Sl Fut combine Aux with both Impf 
and Perf Vs: (6a-b). In §6, we relate this formal contrast to Impf microvariation. 
(5)  a. Będę   pisał   list.                                          Polish Impf Fut             
  Will.1sg write.Impf  letter                          ‘I will be writing a letter.’  
 b.  Napiszę    list.                                          Polish Perf Fut 
  Write.Pres.1Sg.Perf  letter                                  ‘I will write a letter.’  
 (6) a. On bo   pisal   pismo.                         Slovenian Impf Fut 
  He will.3sg write.Impf  letter                          ‘He will be writing a letter.’ 
 b.  On bo   napisal  pismo.                            Slovenian Perf Fut        
  He will.3sg  write.Perf letter                               ‘He will write a letter.’ 
4. A proposal on Imperfectives. Inspired by [3], we propose a modal analysis for Impfs based 
on Kratzer-style situations [6]: IMPF in (7) is interpreted relative to a context-given MB 
(simplified), with languages differing as to permitted MBs (ongoing, generic, intensional, etc.).  
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(7) [[IMPF]] = λp<s,t>.λs.∀s’: MBα(s)(s’)=1. p(s’)=1. (MBα is a relation between situations) 
In a situations framework, IMPF combines with a property of situations p (a proposition), and 
results in a property of situations. IMPF as Viewpoint Aspect scopes below Tense: in 
combination with a Past Tense, interpretation is shifted towards the past. The interpretation of an 
Impf sentence depends on choice of MB. We distinguish between Extensional MBs that lead to 
quantification over situations in the evaluation world, and Intensional MBs that lead to 
quantification over situations parts of other worlds, achieving modal displacement, and resulting 
in a ‘modal’ accessibility relation for IMPF. In Sl, Extensional MBs for IMPF include  MBongoing 
= [λs. λs’. s’≤s], quantifying over all subparts of any given situation, and MBgeneric = [λs. λs’. s’ 
is a characteristic subsituation in s], quantifying over typical subsituations (see [3]). Intensional 
MBs  available in South Sl but not in West Sl / Russ make use of the ‘modal part of’ relation 
(≤m) in [1]: Given si and sj, si ≤m sj iff si has a counterpart in sj. They include MBinertia = [λs. λs’. 
s’ is an inertia situation for s] (..iff s≤m s’, s’ begins like s and continues in the way that s would 
continue if there were no interference with the course of events), MBplan = [λs. λs’. s’ is a 
planned situation for s] (.. iff s≤m s’ and the plans made in s are carried out in s’). 
5. Deriving Semantic Variation in ISs. We adopt analyses in [8, 9] for (4a-b): High 
Applicatives with a dative subject, and an impersonal clausal complement with a reflexive as 
variable abstracted over, and linked to the dative. For [9], West Sl Appl heads are circumstantial 
modals (Mcirc). We adopt this idea for desiderative (4a), resulting in analyses for the two 
different semantic patterns in (4a-b) roughly as in (8-9): 
(8) [ApplPJanezu  [ [Mcirc  Crestrictor ] [ImpersonalP IMPF λx  sex je  plesalo]nuclear scope]] South Sl 
(9) [ApplPJankowi [[Mcirc [ImpersonalP IMPF λx sięx tańczyło]restrictor][dobrze]nuclear s.]]  West Sl 
The contrast between Impf ISs in (4a) and in (4b) derives from the (un)availability of intensional 
MBs to IMPF. In South Sl, intensional MBs are available, so IMPF can access the subject’s 
urges, and ISs are desiderative: (4a). In West Sl /Russ, intensional MBs are not available, so 
IMPF can only be extensional, and Impf  ISs remain factual: (4b). 
6. Deriving Syntactic Variation in Fut. An ongoing debate is whether futures should receive 
modal or temporal analyses. We argue for both options in Sl:  Fut Aux is modal in West Sl/Russ, 
and temporal in South Sl. In West Sl/Russ , which lack Intentional Impf, Impf Fut must contain 
Aux: (5a). We thus propose that Aux invokes a modal accessibility relation (MB) in this group: 
(10). Depending on MB’s value, modal Aux will quantify over different kinds of situations, 
making available situation types inaccessible to IMPF itself: (11). 
(10) Modal Fut Aux    [[Future]] = λp<s, t>. λss. ∀s’: MBα (s)(s’). p(s’) = 1 
(11) Vy  budete    vychodit’?                       Russian
 You   will [[Future]] get.off.Impf.Inf             ‘Do you intend to get off?’ 
IMPF does not have access to intensional MBs in Russ, but Impf Fut may have a 
desiderative/plan reading, (11), because Aux may access those MBs. We will also argue that in 
South Sl Fut as in (6a) , IMPF accesses intensional MBs, and Aux is interpreted as a tense 
marker, not a modal, which is in contrast with West Sl/Russian. 
Conclusion. This paper contributes to the growing interest in crosslinguistic variation in 
Imperfectives, which has attracted less attention in the Slavic family than in other language 
families. In providing a novel situations-based analysis of microvariation in the interpretation of 
Slavic Imperfectives , we have assimilated it to more familiar types of modal variation.  
References. [1] Arregui 2009, [2] Bhatt 2006, [3] Cipria & Roberts 2000, [4] Dočekal & 
Kučerová 2009, [5] Giorgi & Pianesi 2001 [6[ Kratzer 1981, [7] Kratzer 1991, [8] Rivero 2009, 
[9] Rivero, Arregui, & Frąckowiak 2009. 



Numerals and Number Marking in English, Turkish and Armenian 

In this paper, we propose that, cross-linguistically, there are two different interpretations for 
numerals: subsective versus intersective. These two interpretations can account for three types of 
languages: (i) those in which numerals exclusively combine with singular nouns (e.g., Turkish); 
(ii) those in which they exclusively combine with plurals (e.g., English); and (iii) those in which 
they combine with either type (e.g., Armenian). 

Proposals & Controversy: Cross-linguistically, numerals (greater than one) behave 
differently with respect to the requirements they impose on the nouns they modify. The numeral 
two in English requires a plural noun (1a), whereas the Turkish counterpart of two, iki, requires a 
bare, singular noun (1b). In contrast to both, the Armenian counterpart, yergu, can modify either 
a plural or bare, singular noun (1c). 

(1) a. two boys/*boy  
  b. iki  çocuk/*çocuk-lar (two boy / boy-PL) 
  c. yergu dəәgha / dəәgha-ner (two boy / boy-PL) 
Ionin & Matushansky (2006) [hereon IM] proposed that bare, singular nouns in any language 
denote sets of individuals and that underlyingly, all languages are similar to Turkish, where 
numerals exclusively combine with singulars. Similar to Krifka (1995), they suggest that the 
plural nouns in (1a&c) are converted to singular denotations via a classifier. Given this 
perspective, they hypothesize that numerals such as two/iki/yergu are interpreted as functions 
from singular predicates to sets containing groups of two: see (2), where x ranges over groups, 
PART(x) is the set of all partitions of the group x, and | | is the standard cardinality operator. 

(2)  [[  two]] = λPsg.{x: ∃Y(Y∈PART(x) & |Y|=2 & ∀z(z∈Y → z∈Psg))} 
The function in (2) maps singular denotations to the set of groups such that each group can be 
partitioned into two and each member of the partition is a member of the singular noun. The 
variable Psg ranges over sets without sums: ∀Psg(∀x,y[x,y∈Psg → ~∃z[z∈Psg & z=x⊕y]]). 
According to IM, the phrase [[  two boys]] would be equivalent to [[  two]]  ([[  boy]]  ). If [[  boy]]  were {a, 
b, c}, then [[ two]] ([[  boy]] ) would be {ab, ac, bc}. Under this proposal, numeral modifiers could be 
called privative (in the sense of Partee, 2009): the modified noun denotation does not contain any 
of the same members as the original denotation.  

In contrast to IM, Link (1983) and others have proposed that numeral modifiers simply 
restrict plural nominal denotations and thus are non-privative, just like most adjectival modifiers. 
A non-privative semantics for the numeral could be represented as in (3a) or (3b).  

(3) a.[[ two]] = λPpl.{x: x∈Ppl & ∃Y(Y∈PART(x) & |Y|=2 & ∀z(z∈Y→ z ∈ MIN(Ppl)))} 
  b.[[ two]]  = {x: ∃Y(Y∈PART(x) & |Y|=2 & ∀x(z∈Y → z ∈ ATOM))} 
The interpretation of two in (3a) is subsective since it is a function from plural denotations to 
groups that can be partitioned into two minimal parts of the plural denotation. The variable Ppl 
ranges over sets that are closed under ⊕: ∀Ppl(∀x,y[x,y∈ Ppl → x⊕y∈Ppl]). MIN is a function 
that restricts a denotation to its atomic minimal parts. As a result, it is only defined if the minimal 
parts are non-overlapping: MIN(P) is defined iff ∀x,y(x,y∈P & ~∃z(z∈P & z<y ∨ z<x) → 
x∩y=∅). Note, (3a) relativizes the criteria for counting to the noun it modifies. In (3b), two is 
interpreted as the set of groups that can be partitioned into two atoms, without any relativization 
to the modified noun.  As a result, this type of denotation can modify a plural noun through 
intersection: [[ two boys]]  = [[ two]] ∩ [[ boys]] . On the surface, the subsective and intersective 
interpretation seem to be incompatible with the data in (1b) and (1c).  

Theory Comparison: Surprisingly, the semantics in (3) provides a better account of the 
cross-linguistic variation we see in (1). To understand why, one must investigate the details of 
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plural and singular denotations in English, Turkish and Armenian. In English, the denotation of 
the bare singular noun contains individuals but not plurals. This is demonstrated by the use of the 
noun in predicative position as shown in (4). 

(4) a. John is a boy. 
  b. ?John and Harry are a boy. 
Singular boys, such as John, can serve as the subject to the predicate and yield a true sentence, as 
in (4a), but groups cannot, as in (4b). Note that syntactic agreement is not an issue here since 
singular mass nouns can often take plural subjects (e.g., That couch and chair are furniture). In 
contrast, singular nouns in Armenian and Turkish can have groups serving as subjects.  As 
shown in (5), the group consisting of John and Brad can serve as the subject to the singular bare 
nouns çocuk in Turkish and dəәgha in Armenian. The resulting sentences have a meaning 
identical to John and Brad are boys. 

(5)  a. John ve Brad çocuk. (John and Brad boy) 
  b. John-əә yev Brad-əә dəәgha en. (John-def and Brad-def boy are) 
As shown in (6), the singular nouns can also have singular subjects. 

(6) a. John çocuk.  (John boy) 
  b. John-əә dəәgha e. (John-def boy is) 
In contrast to English, singular nouns in Turkish and Armenian are actually semantically plural. 
The denotations of such nouns contain not only atomic minimal parts, but also any group that 
can be formed from those parts. The denotation of plural nouns in Armenian and Turkish are 
similar to the singular denotation, in that they can be predicated of groups, as shown in (7).  

(7) a. John ve Brad çocuk-lar. (John and Brad boy-PL) 
  b. John-əә yev Brad-əә dəәgha-ner en. (John-def and Brad-def boy-PL are) 
However, as shown in (8), the plural noun cannot be predicated of singular individuals. 

(8) a. *John çocuk-lar. (John boy-PL) 
b. *John-əә dəәgha-ner e/en. (John-def boy-PL is/are)  

Thus, the plural denotations differ from the singulars in that they contain groups but no atomic 
minimal parts. 

The nature of the singular denotations in English, and the assumption that two is interpreted 
as subsective or intersective modification, explains why English numerals can only combine with 
plural nouns. Subsective and intersective modification requires that the modified noun contain 
groups. Only the plural nouns in English contain such groups.  

The natures of the singular and plural denotations in Turkish, and the assumption that iki is 
interpreted as a subsective modifier, explain why Turkish numerals can only combine with 
singulars. The subsective interpretation in (3a) requires that the modified noun be closed under ⊕ 
and that it have atomic minimal parts. The singular denotation, unlike the plural one, is both 
closed under ⊕ and has atomic minimal parts. 

Finally, the natures of the singular and plural denotations in Armenian, and the assumption 
that yergu is interpreted as an intersective modifier, explain why Armenian numerals can 
combine with both singulars and plurals. The intersective interpretation in (3b) only requires that 
the denotation be closed under ⊕; no mention of atomic minimal parts is made. Since both the 
singular and plural are closed under ⊕, either can be modified by the intersective modifier.  
References: Ionin, T. & O.Matushansky. 2006. The composition of complex cardinals. Journal 
of Semantics 23. Partee, B. 2009.  Formal semantics, lexical semantics, and compositionality: 
the problem of privative adjectives. Philologia 7. Link, G. 1983. The logical analysis of plurals 
and mass terms. In: Meaning use and interpretation of language. 



Blackfoot ikak-: A Case Study in ‘Only’ and ‘Even’ 

Introduction In Blackfoot (Plains Algonquian: Southern Alberta), the preverbal particle ikak- 

is interpreted as ‘only’ outside the scope of negation and ‘even’ inside the scope of negation 

(Frantz & Russell 1989). This paper demonstrates how these two, seemingly inverse, 

interpretations can be derived from a single lexical item, and proposes that ikak- is truth-

conditionally vacuous but introduces a scalar presupposition that the prejacent is low on a scale 

consisting of a set of contextually-relevant alternative propositions. The data and analysis 

presented in this paper support the lexical theory of ‘even’ over the scope theory, as ikak- is 

interpreted as ‘even’ only in downward-entailing contexts. 

The Data An example of Blackfoot ikak- in an affirmative context is given in (1). 

(1) Anahk  Leo aikakáíkskimaa  áwaakaasii. 

 an-wa-hk  L  a-ikak-a-ikskimaa  awaakaasii 

 DEM-PROX-REL  L  PREV-only-IMPF hunt.AI  deer 

 ‘Leo only hunts deer.’  

In (1), ikak- appears to function like English ‘only.’ It introduces a set of contextually-relevant 

alternatives to the prejacent (that Leo hunts moose, that Leo hunts elk, etc.) and restricts the 

interpretation of the proposition, such that, of the alternatives, the prejacent is true to the 

exclusion of other alternatives. However, under negation, Blackfoot ikak- behaves differently: 

(2) Anahk  Leo  máátsikakasikskimááwaatsiks  áwaakaasii. 

 an-wa-hk  L  maat-ikak-a-ikskimaa-waatsiks  awaakaasii 

 DEM-PROX-REL  L  NEG-even-IMPF-hunt.AI-NONAFF  deer 

‘Leo doesn’t even hunt deer.’ 

In (2), ikak- seems to function like ‘even’ by introducing a set of alternatives, ordered in terms of 

a likeliness scale, along which the prejacent (that Leo doesn’t hunt deer) is relatively low. 

Notably, ikak- cannot be interpreted as ‘even’ in affirmative contexts or as ‘only’ under negation.  

The Semantics of ‘Only’ versus ‘Even’ Both ‘only’ and ‘even’ evoke alternatives, but they 

differ with respect to asserted versus presuppositional content.  In the standard view, ‘only’ 

presupposes its prejacent and asserts that, of the contextually relevant alternatives, the prejacent 

is exclusively true (Horn 1969; see also Atlas 1993, Ippolito 2006 and others, on whether ‘only’ 

introduces a presupposition or an implicature). Conversely, ‘even’ is standardly thought to assert 

the prejacent, and introduce a scalar presupposition that the prejacent is low on a scale of 

likeliness, relative to the alternative propositions (Karttunen and Peters 1979). Following van 

Rooy (2002), I assume that ‘only’ is also scalar, and that the apparent differences between scalar 

and non-scalar uses of ‘only’ are pragmatic rather than lexical. Under this view, the excluded 

alternatives are always those that are higher-ranked members of a contextually-determined scale, 

and full exclusion is only apparent, and depends on the vagueness of the scale. 

A Unified Analysis of Blackfoot ikak- I propose that the lexical entry for ikak- is 

underspecified, and draws on the shared properties of ‘only’ and ‘even.’ Specifically, ikak- 

introduces a set of alternatives, ordered along a contextually-determined scale, and situates the 

prejacent at the low end of the scale, excluding higher-ranked alternatives. Importantly, this takes 

the form of a scalar presupposition, rather than an assertion, distinguishing ikak- from English 

‘only.’ (The scalar presupposition may be alternatively analysed as a conventional implicature, 

as nothing in the analysis hinges on this distinction, but the former is adopted for sake of 

concreteness). With ikak-, the prejacent is asserted, similar to English ‘even.’ 

Accounting for the Data Assuming that presuppositions (but not assertions) project through 

negation, this proposal accounts for the paradigm in (1) and (2). In these examples, the prejacent 
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is negated, and the restriction on alternatives introduced by ikak- projects through negation. In 

contrast, with English ‘only,’ the prejacent projects through negation, and the exclusion of 

higher-ranked alternatives is negated, as in (3). 

(3) a. Leo only hunts deer. 

b. Leo doesn’t only hunt deer. 

In both (3a) and (3b), the prejacent (that Leo hunts deer) is true, suggesting that it is 

presupposed, not asserted. Compare this with (1) and (2), in which the truth conditions of the 

prejacent varies depending on polarity. Thus, the claim that ikak- is truth-conditionally vacuous 

but introduces a scalar presupposition accounts for the ‘only/even’ alternation seen in (1) and (2). 

Further Predictions If ikak- is truth-conditionally vacuous, and the exclusion of higher-

ranked alternatives is presupposed, then the prediction is that, if ikak- can scope over negation, 

then the prejacent should be negated, rather than the exclusive of alternatives. This prediction is 

borne out. In addition to the negative prefix maat- observed in (2), Blackfoot has a negative 

prefix sa- that is used in subordinate clauses in the conjunct order (Frantz 1991). The ikak- prefix 

can either precede or follow sa-, yielding ‘only’ and ‘even’ readings, respectively. 

(4) Ana Leo  oyitsi'taki  kaksáíkskimaahsi   áwaakaasii. 

an-wa  L  oyitsi’taki  ikak-sa-a-ikskimaa-hsi  awaakassii 

DEM-PROX  L  feel.sad.AI only-NEG-IMPF-hunt.AI-CONJ  deer 

‘Leo feels sad when he only doesn’t hunt deer.’ 

(5) Ana  Leo  oyitsi'taki  sawáikaksíkskimaahsi            áwaakaasii.  

an-wa  L  oyitsi'taki sa-a-ikak-ikskimaa-hsi  awaakassii 

DEM-PROX  L  feel.sad.AI NEG-IMPF-even-hunt.AI-CONJ  deer 

 ‘Leo feels sad when he doesn’t even hunt deer.’ 

The only possible interpretation of the subordinate clause in (4) is one in which ‘only’ takes wide 

scope over negation, and the negated proposition as a whole (that Leo doesn’t hunt deer) is 

treated as the prejacent that is asserted, excluding other contextually-relevant alternatives. An 

appropriate paraphrase could be rendered as “Leo feels sad when the only thing he does is not 

hunt deer,” but crucially not “... when the only thing he doesn’t do is hunt deer.” Notably, this 

differs from the English translation of (4), which is scopally ambiguous.  

Theoretical Implications The Blackfoot data provides support for the so-called “lexical 

theory” of ‘even,’ which posits two distinct lexical entries for ‘even’ in affirmative versus 

downward-entailing contexts (Rooth 1985, Rullmann 1997, amongst others). The opposing 

‘scope theory’ requires ‘even’ to scope over negation to derive the NPI reading (e.g. Guerzoni 

2003), a stipulation that is clearly not supported by the Blackfoot data, because the ‘even’ 

interpretation of ikak- is available only under the scope of negation. Furthermore, because ikak- 

is interpreted as ‘even’ only under negation, this suggests that regular and downward-entailing 

‘even’ can be realized as distinct lexical entries, despite that they are polysemous in English. 

References Atlas, J. 1993. The importance of being ‘only.’ Journal of Semantics 10: 301-18. 

Frantz, D. 1991. Blackfoot Grammar. UofT Press. Frantz, D. & N. Russell. 1989. Blackfoot 

Dictionary. UofT Press. Guerzoni, E. 2003. Why even ask? PhD diss, MIT. Horn, L. 1969. A 
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The Semantic Function of Rising Wh-Questions 

In the spirit of Roberts 1996, we attempt to provide a dynamic semantic account of H% in wh-
questions in English.  This project is an offshoot of a larger investigation of the meaning of 
intonation in questions in North American English. We found that 18% of 200 wh-question 
tokens from our corpus of telephone speech were rising (H%). Our data pose a problem for 
accounts of intonational meaning that correlate the meaning of the H% boundary tone to ‘hearer 
ownership/commitment’ (e.g. Steedman 2007; Gunlogson 2001). The generalization that we 
draw from our examination of rising wh-questions, based on constructed examples as well those 
taken from our corpus, is that rising wh-questions are backward-looking in the discourse tree 
(Büring 2003), in the sense that they invoke or re-invoke questions that implicitly or explicitly 
precede or dominate them.  

A simple example of an H% wh-question is the echo question in (1). 

 (1) 1. B: Where did you visit? 
 2. A: I visited Tokyo. 
 3. B: Where did you visit? H% 

Following Büring 2003, discourse trees progress top-down, from left to right, where each 
question either dominates those sub-questions it entails, or else dominates its answer. The 
question-answer pair in (1) can be represented in a discourse tree in which the answer in line 2 is 
dominated by the question in line 1. The new question in line 3 is a copy of the old question in 
line 1. The rise on the question in line 3 serves to indicate that a preceding question is being re-
invoked, as illustrated in (2).  

 (2)               How was your vacation? 
                           /                \ 
      Where did you visit? L%       Where did you visit? H% 

                    | 
                 I visited Tokyo. 

It is interesting to note that a repetition of the question in line 1 with a falling L% boundary tone 
in line 3 would most likely be interpreted as “Where did you visit in Tokyo?”. However, this 
interpretation is not really available to the rising question. Thus, the semantic interpretation of 
the question may contextually vary with a H% versus L% boundary tone. The question being re-
invoked by means of H% need not immediately precede the answer, but could be farther back in 
the D-tree, perhaps a question that had been asked earlier but not answered, or a question from 
previous discourse being re-invoked in order to remind the speaker of the answer. 

A more complicated type of example, where the invoked question dominates the uttered 
H% question, comes from the corpus example shown in (3). 

(3) [A has been worrying about where she could stay when she visits.] 
 1. A:  But if not I mean I'm just coming anyway but I have no idea like where I'll go- 
 2. B:  When are you planning on coming? 
        L*+H                 !H*             L*H-H% 
 
We argue that B's rising question implicates that the answer to the question implied in line 1 
depends on the answer to the question in line 2. The rise indicates that the move constitutes a 
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strategy to answer the question in line 1 and implicates that a related multiple wh-question 
should be accommodated, namely, “where can you plan to stay when?”. 

We explicate the details of such a strategy by means of the following scenario. Suppose 
that A and B are trying to arrange J’s visit to Vancouver. Whether J stays at any one of two 
possible hotels depends on her day of arrival. Suppose that A knows when J is coming, but she 
doesn’t know where J should stay. Suppose further that B doesn’t know when J is coming, but 
that B knows if J comes on a Monday, she will stay at the Sylvia Hotel, and that if she comes on 
a Tuesday, she will stay at the Listel Hotel. 

 
(3)  A:  Where is Jeanette staying?  [Q1] 
     B:  When is she coming? H%  [Q2] 
     A:  On Tuesday. 
     B:  She will stay at the Listel. 
 
We represent the set denotation of this exchange in (4), and in (5) provide the discourse tree 
progression for (3), where moves that are actually uttered are in bold face. 
 
(4)  a.  (i) A knows: ϕ’; (ii) B knows: ϕ → ψ, ϕ’ → ψ’ 
      b.  Implicit questions: 

Q0 = How is J’s visit to be arranged? 
Q3 = Where is J staying when? 
Q4 = Where is J staying on Tuesday? 

c.  ||Q3||c = {ϕ∩ψ, ϕ’∩ψ, ϕ∩ψ’, ϕ’∩ψ’} 
d.  ||Q4||c = {ϕ’∩ψ, ϕ’∩ψ’} 
 

(5) i. Q0 ii. Q0  iii. Q0  iv. Q0           v.  Q0 
      |             |       |            | 
    Q1        Q3        Q3            Q3 

           / \                /   \              /    |     \     
                Q1  Q2

H%
        Q1   Q2

H%
   Q1   Q2

H%
  Q4 

            |    |      |      |                     
               ϕ’   ψ’   ϕ’    ψ’ 

In the second part of the paper, we examine the relationship between the backward-
looking property we propose for H% and other existing accounts of H%, focusing on Safarova’s 
2007 idea that a rise is an intonational modal adverb, indicating uncertainty. We entertain the 
question of how the semantics for H% could be unified in such a way as to be compatible with 
its use in polar interrogatives and declaratives as well as wh-questions. We address the question 
of what is inherent to the semantics of the H% morpheme that compositionally derives the 
meaning of H% in wh-questions. We conclude by suggesting that H% functions more like a 
discourse particle, i.e. is not part of the descriptive meaning of the sentence. 

Büring, D. 2003. On D-Trees, Beans and B-Accents. Linguistics and Philosophy 26. 511-545. Gunlogson, C. 2001. 
True to Form: Rising and Falling Declaratives and Questions in English. PhD dissertation, University of California 
at Santa Cruz. Roberts, C. 1996. Information Structure in Discourse: Towards an Integrated Formal Pragmatics. 
Manuscript, Ohio State University. Safarova, M. 2007. Nuclear Rises in Update Semantics. In Aloni, M. A. Butler, 
and P. Dekker (eds.), Questions in Dynamic Semantics. Elsevier. 295-313. Steedman, M. 2007. Information-
Structural Semantics for English Intonation. In C. Lee, M. Gordon and D. Büring (eds.). Topic and Focus: Cross-
linguistic Perspectives on Meaning and Intonation. Springer. 245-264. 
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Focus-sensitivity in Nlhe7kepmxcin (Thompson Salish) 
 
Introduction: Based on original fieldwork, this paper contributes to the typology of focus 
sensitivity (Beaver and Clark 2008) with the first empirical study of focus sensitive operators 
in Thompson Salish (TS – southwestern B.C.). We examine the exclusive «u÷ ‘only,’ the 
(scalar) additive ÷e¬«u÷  ‘also,’ and the Q-adverbial «e÷kÂix ‘always.’  
For Beaver and Clark (2008), exclusive and (scalar) additives are conventional focus 
associators: they must associate with a grammatically marked focus (stressed in Germanic). 
However, Q-adverbials like always associate freely, with focus association resolved from 
context. In Thompson Salish, focus is marked by a predicative (clefting) strategy. We show:   

(i) focus sensitive operators also rely on a predicative/adverbial strategy,  
(ii) focus sensitive operators apply at the propositional level,  
(iii) the exclusive «u÷ ‘only’ must associate with a grammatically marked focus,  
(iv) the (scalar) additive ÷e¬«u÷  ‘also,’ unlike in Germanic, associates freely with focus, 

like the Q-adverbial «e÷kÂix ‘always,’ and 
(v) there is no separate lexical item for the expression of scalar ‘even’.  

Data: Basic focus marking. Like other Salish languages, TS is predicate initial. 2nd position 
clitics (2Cl) with evidential, modal, aspectual, etc. meanings are prosodically positioned after 
the first word (1a). Free foci occur in predicative constructions at the left periphery (Kroeber 
1999): basic predicate-denoting expressions (V, VP, bare NPs) simply occur at the left edge 
of standard predicate-initial constructions (1a), while nominal DP-arguments are clefted and 
introduced by the CLEFT-predicate çé (1b). The background (BG) forms a residual clause (1b).  
(1)  a. VERB        [2Cl]      S     O  [V, VP or CP-focus] 

qwáx-̨t-sm-s      nke «¢Â xe÷   ¬ Sára   ¬ n-spún. 
borrow-TRANS-1SG.O-3S  EVID PERF DEM  DET Sara   DET my-spoon 
‘Sara must have taken my spoon.’ 

  b. çé  [¬ Róss]FOC  [e   pínt-t-Ø-mus]BG.            [S-focus] 
CLEFT DET Ross   COMP paint-TRANS-3O-SUBJECT.GAP 
‘It was [Ross]FOCUS that painted it.’  

Exclusive «u÷. Corresponding to the two patterns of focus marking in TS (1), ‘only’-readings 
are expressed in one of two ways: if the associated focus is a predicate-denoting expression, 
the exclusive reading is expressed solely by the 2Cl «u÷ (2a). If the focus associate is a DP-
argument, the 2Cl «u÷ is still obligatory, but, in addition, the focus is introduced by a 
specialized only-predicate cúkw, derived from the lexical verb cúkw ‘to stop, to finish’.  
(2)  a. cu-t-Ø-és    «u÷    ¬    káh-s.            [VP-focus] 

fix-TRANS-3O-3S  «u÷   DET car-his 
‘He only [fixed his car]FOC (he did nothing else).’ 

  b. cúkw    «u÷  we÷   [e   kéyx]FOC  [e wík-t-Ø-ne]BG.      [O-focus] 
CLEFT.only  «u÷ there   DET hand    COMP see-TRANS-3O-1SG.S 
‘I only see [a hand]FOC.’  

Since only the 2Cl is mandatory in the expression of the exclusive reading, we contend that it 
denotes a conventionally focus-sensitive exclusive operator. Like other 2Cls, «u÷ is an 
adverbial element in the extended verbal projection. It applies at the propositional level by 
applying to sets of alternative propositions determined by the (clefted) FOC-BG-structure of 
the clause (3ai,ii). The meaning of «u÷ ‘only’ is shown in (3b).  
(3)  a. i. 2Cl ([cukw  DPFOC][e-CP ... ]BG)  ii. 2Cl ( VFOC X / VPFOC / [NPFOC][e-CP]BG)  
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(3)  b. [[  «u÷ ]] w = λp. p(w) ∧ ∀q∈[[ p]] F [ q(w)  q = [[ p]] 0 ]    (Rooth 1996) 

The analysis in (3b) implies that the only-predicate cúkw in DP-clefts does not contribute to 
the meaning of the clause (nor does the cleft-predicate çé in 1b, 4b). Instead, we treat cúkw as 
a focus-agreement marker requiring the clefted DPFOC to be in the scope of the adverbial 
exclusive «u÷-operator (Hole 2008 for Mandarin and Vietnamese). Finally, we will show that 
the adverbial nature of «u÷ is supported by the fact that its scope is strictly clause-bounded, 
unlike adnominal only (v. Stechow 1991); that its scope is fixed with respect to sentential 
negation; and that the multiple occurrence of focus operators is not licensed unless an 
embedded clause provides a second grammatical (predicative) focus position.  
Additive ÷e¬«u÷. Additive foci can be expressed in full parallel to ‘only’-foci via the 2Cl 
÷e¬«u÷ (4ab), except that ‘also’ cleft-DPs are introduced by the ordinary CLEFT-predicate çé 
(4b). However, ÷e¬«u÷ can also associate freely with an element that is not the grammatically 
marked focus in the initial predicate position (4c), and it can appear in a clause-final adverb 
position (4d). Both these properties also characterize the Q-adverbial «e÷kÂix ‘always.’  
(4)  a.  ÷e¬  ˚¢tní-Â    ekwu  ÷e¬«u÷ xé÷e.             [VP-focus] 

and  fish-INTRANS  EVID  ÷e¬«u÷ DEM  
‘And he also [went fishing]FOC.’  

b.  çé   ÷e¬«u÷  [e    Súe]FOC  [e    çœ¢¡p=qn   te ÷épls̨]BG.  [S-focus] 
CLEFT  ÷e¬«u÷   DET Sue    COMP  get.hit=head  by apple 
‘It was also [Sue]FOC that got hit in the head by an apple.’ 

 c. wík-t-Ø-s  ÷e¬«u÷ xé÷e  [e  s¢x∑súx∑]FOC.      [in situ O-focus] 
  see-TR-3O-3S  ÷e¬«u÷ DEM   DET  grizzly.bear 
  ‘He also saw a [grizzly bear]FOC.’  
 d. ÷e   k=s=[nª∑oÁteléxn]FOC=s  ÷éx    ÷es-¬úm-st-Ø-s     ÷e¬«u÷. 
  and   COMP=NOM=slippers=3POSS  C.IMPF STAT-wear-TR-3O-3S  ÷e¬«u÷  
  ‘Then he’ll be wearing [slippers]FOC too.’  
Implications: The TS-data bear on the discussion of focus-sensitivity in the theoretical 
literature: (i) their transparent surface-position supports analyses of focus-sensitive operators 
as adverbial elements applying at the level of propositions (e.g. Rooth 1996, Büring & 
Hartmann 2001); (ii) the «u÷ ‘only’ data are compatible with claims in Beaver & Clark (2003) 
that some focus-sensitive operators are conventional and require the focus constituent to be 
grammatically marked; but (iii) the additive ÷e¬«u÷ ‘also’ data suggest that exclusives and 
additives do not form a natural class, contra Beaver and Clark (2008); (iv) the expression of 
additive ‘also’- and scalar ‘even’-focus-readings is not formally distinguished (5).  
(5)   çé   ÷e¬«u÷   [e   pús̨]FOCUS   [e     «íx̨∑-es]BG. 

CLEFT  ÷e¬«u÷     DET  cat      COMP  yell-TRANS-3O-3S 
‘He also yelled at [the cat]FOCUS.’ / ‘He even yelled at [the cat]FOCUS.’ 

Unlike in European languages, scalarity is thus not explicitly coded in a separate lexical item, 
special prosody, nor by a special construction (e.g. clefts). At least in TS, then, scalarity is a 
pragmatically induced special instance of additivity in need of contextual resolution. 
REFERENCES: BEAVER, D. & B. CLARK (2003). Always and Only: Why Not All Focus Sensitive Operators Are 
Equal. Natural Language Semantics 11: 323-362 BÜRING, D. & K. HARTMANN (2001). V3 or not V3 - An 
Investigation of German Focus Particles. NLLT 19: 229-281. HOLE, D. (2008). EVEN, ALSO and ONLY in 
Vietnamese. S. Ishihara et al. (eds.). ISIS 8. Universität Potsdam. 1-54. KRIFKA, M. (1999). Additive Particles 
Under Stress. SALT 8: 111-128. KROEBER, P. (1999). The Salish Language Family. Lincoln: U Nebraska P. 
MATTHEWSON, L. (2006). Presuppositions and Cross-Linguistic Variation. NELS 36. Amherst: GLSA. ROOTH, 
M. (1996). Focus. S. Lappin (ed.). Handbook of Contemporary Semantic Theory. Blackwell. 271-297. v. 
Stechow, A. (1991). Current Issues in the Theory of Focus. A. v. Stechow & D. Wunderlich (eds.) Handbuch 
Semantik. de Gruyter. 804-825.  



Conjectural Questions and the Wonder Effect 
 
Phenomenon 
 Although the use of evidentials in assertions generally invokes evidence had by the 
speaker, evidentiality in questions performs various functions (Aikhenvald 2004): usually to 
make presumptions about addressee evidence, but also to confirm speaker evidence, to pass 
along the questions of others, to make polite requests, and more.  
 I will show that across languages, the addition of particular evidentials (often the 
“conjectural” or “assumed” but in some cases others) to questions results in an utterance that is 
regularly translated as a statement to the effect of “I wonder…” or “I don’t know…” 
 

       Nɬeʔkepmxcín (Thompson River Salish) 
 (1)  kéʔ=ws=nke              k=s-y’e-mín=s            e=Meagan    e=tí  
    whether=SBJN=CONJ.EVID  IRL=NOM-good-REL=3POSS DET=Meagan    DET=tea  
    ‘I wonder whether Meagan likes the tea.’  
 

 I will argue that these utterances are indeed questions, but questions to which the speaker 
does not expect answers.  This effect, I argue, is due to general cooperative principles (Grice 
1989) regarding questioning and expression of information source, not principles specific to 
evidentials or restricted to languages with grammaticalized evidentiality. 
 
Account 
 It has been widely observed that the use of an evidential implicates the lack of stronger 
sources of evidence (cf. Faller 2002, Aikhenvald 2004 for many examples), and although some 
accounts (such as Faller 2002) suggest a Gricean maxim that only applies when a language has 
evidentials, plentiful evidence from English suggest that the same scales occur and the same 
implicatures can be drawn, no matter how the evidence source is invoked: 
 

(2a) “I heard that Smitty murdered the shopkeeper” ↣ The speaker did not witness this. 
(2b) “Mary reportedly died.” ↣ I was not present at the death. 
(2c)“That’s George shouting over there; I recognize his voice” ↣ The speaker can’t see 
who it is. 

 

This phenomenon is inherently scalar (Horn 1972, 1989); the same implicatures do not work in 
the other direction (3a-c) and pass standard tests for scales (4a-b): 
 

(3a) “I witnessed Smitty murdering the shopkeeper” ↛ The speaker hasn’t heard about it 
anywhere. 
(3b) “I was present when Mary died” ↛ There haven’t been reports of her death. 
(3b) “That’s George shouting over there; I can see him” ↛ The speaker can’t identify his 
voice.  
(4a) “I didn’t even hear about it, much less witness it.” 
(4b) ??“I didn’t even witness it, much less hear about it.” 

 

These scales regulate the invocation of information source in general, regardless of a language’s 
particular morphosyntactic representation of such invocations, and the maxim that motivates 
these implicatures (along the lines of “Don’t give weaker evidence when you have stronger”) is a 
general cooperative principle rather than one that only comes into play when a language encodes 
evidence in a certain way. 
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 Secondly, it is also widely observed that evidentials in questions usually refer to the 
information source of the addressee, rather than that of the speaker (Aikhenvald 2004; Faller 
2002, 2006; Speas and Tenny 2003); this “interrogative flip” is shared with other subjective 
predicates like “seem” or “appear”: 
 

 (5a) “His behavior seems weird [to me].” 
 (5b) “Does his behavior seem weird [to you]?” 
 

Together, I predict that the evidential scalar implicatures and the interrogative flip interact such 
that the use of evidentials in questions should create implicatures about what sources of evidence 
the addressee is presumed not to have, and offer evidence from multiple sources that this is the 
case. 
 
       Nɬeʔkepmxcín (Thompson River Salish) 
 (6)  kéʔ=ekʷu   k=s-y’e=s 
  whether=REPORT.EVID IRL=NOM-good=3POSS 
  “Is she nice [according to what you’ve heard]?” 
   ↣ The addressee is presumed not to have met her. 
 

 The use of the conjectural evidential in (1), then, sets up the implicature that the 
addressee does not have any better evidence than conjecture.  These questions do not expect 
answers, then, because the speaker has implicated that s/he presumes the addressee not to know – 
they are not interpreted as “true questions” because they presume that an equal knowledge state 
between speaker and addressee already obtains.  
 
Conclusions 
 Instead, they function to raise an issue without necessarily expecting an answer.  They 
are translated as “I wonder…” because this is, in English, the way one asks questions to which 
one doesn’t expect answers.   
 These “conjectural questions”, then, serve a vital role in expressing a common speech act, 
especially in languages that lack a lexical root for WONDER, with implications for further research 
on speech acts and their expression cross-linguistically.  Furthermore, the account seeks to 
ground some aspects of evidential marking in terms of universal communicative principles, 
separating some aspects of their meaning and use from their specific morphosyntactic and 
semantic implementation in a given language, a subject of much recent debate. 
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Variable binding, Reconstruction and Attitudes

We show that bound variable interpretations of pronouns in fronted clausal arguments, as in (1),
are not derived by syntactic reconstruction but are rather produced by the semantics available to
argument clauses.

(1) That he1 is too old for that, every man1’s wife believes.
We provide two arguments that co-varying interpretations for such pronouns exist even when it
can be independently shown that the clauses they are contained in are base-generated high: in
one case, we show this by the absence of reconstruction conflicts (Fox 1999) and in the second
we show that the gap position of the matrix predicate is not a trace but rather a null complement
anaphor. Our account for the variable interpretations uses the semantics of de re attitude
ascriptions (Kaplan 1968, Lewis 1979) and an implementation of de re pronouns following, in
part, Chierchia (1989) and Percus and Sauerland (2003). We also rule out an E- or D-type
strategy (Evans 1980, Elbourne 2005) as the source of the variable interpretation in (1). The talk
concludes with an extension of the account to other logophoric contexts where co-variation
exists without reconstruction.
1. Absence of Reconstruction Conflicts Reconstruction for variable binding feeds Condition C
(Lebeaux 1991, Fox 1999). For instance, in the wh-movement in (2)a, there is no position to
which the wh-phrase can reconstruct that will simultaneously allow the pronoun he to be c-
commanded by the quantifier yet still keep the r-expression Madonna in a position that obviates
Condition C (In contrast, (2b) provides such an position):

(2) a. *Which part that he1 played with Madonna2 did she2 think __ that every aspiring actor1
had failed at __?

b. Which part that he1 played with Madonna2 did every aspiring actor1 wish __ that she2
would support __? (Lebeaux 1991:223(43))

Fronted clauses fail to show such interactions. (3)a, analogous to (2)a in design, allows a bound
variable interpretation for the pronoun and yet no Condition C violation obtains. Such a conflict
would be predicted if variable binding in this case were derived by syntactic reconstruction.

(3) a. …but that he1 might be too old to work for Mrs. Brown2, I don’t think __ she2 would
want any man1 to believe __.

b. …but that he1 might be too old to work for Mrs. Brown2, I don’t think __ any man1
would want her2 to believe __.

Since clauses are distinguished from noun phrases in this respect, we conclude that a D-type
strategy (Elbourne 2005, et. Al.) is not the source for the variable interpretation of the pronoun,
as that strategy should be available in both cases.
2. Apparent Binding into non-moved clauses The second argument that co-varying
interpretations for pronouns in fronted clauses are not derived by syntactic reconstruction is
provided by cases where we can independently show that the gap is not a trace (or copy) of the
clause but instead a Null Complement Anaphor. Representative cases are in (4):

(4) a. That he1 would be accused of the crime, no boy1 had any clue.
b. But that he1 was actually in danger, no boy1 was aware.

The pronouns in the fronted CPs can co-vary as a function of a quantifier in the matrix clause in
a way that suggests reconstruction. However, we know that traces of moved clauses must be of
category DP (see Alrenga 2005 and references therein), whereas the noun and adjective in (4)
cannot license DPs (*I had no clue that). We show that the construction exhibited in (4) in fact
involves a null complement anaphor (NCA) in the argument position of clue and aware. This is a
general pattern. As shown in (5), nouns and adjectives that license fronted clauses (5)a are just
those that license NCA (5)b. Those nouns that do not license fronted CPs (6)a are just those that
also disallow NCA (6)b. (7) shows the intended interpretations of (6)b.

(5) a.   …But that John was in danger, I had no clue/was unaware/had some idea.
b.    John was in danger, but I had no clue/was unaware/had some idea.

(6) a.   *…But that John was in danger, I made no claim/had a belief/heard no report.
b. *John was not actually in danger, but I made no claim/had a belief/heard no report.
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(7) John was not actually in danger, but I made a claim/had a belief/heard no report that he
was.

Since (4) does not involve movement but rather a topic clause co-valued with a Null
Complement Anaphor in the main clause, the bound variable interpretations in (4) must not be
derived by syntactic reconstruction.
Analysis We propose an account for (1), (3) and (4) that is sensitive to the fact that the variable-
interpreted pronouns are in clauses in contrast to noun phrases (see (2)a). Following Kaplan
(1968) a clause-taking verb, such as believe, denotes a 3-place relation between the subject, a
property type 〈e〈s,t〉〉 complement clause P, and a res argument y (8). We show that it is the res
argument, saturated by pro, that is bound by the quantifier in (1), (3) and (4). The pronoun in the
topic CP merely serves to create a property (9), bound by a lambda-operator heading the topic
CP (à la Chierchia 1989).

(8) [[ believe ]]  = λP〈e〈s,t〉〉.λye.λxe.λws.believe(P)(y)(x)(w)    ≈x believes P de re of y in w
(9) [[ thatλx hex is too old for that ]]  = λx.λw.Too-old-for-that(x)(w)

The base-generated topic composes with the matrix verb via a property-type null operator (10)a.
The resulting (10)b gives the correct interpretation as indicated by the informal paraphrase (10)c.

(10) a.  [[  [[CPthatx hex is too old for that ] OPi every man believes ei] ]]
b. = λw.∀y (man(y)(w) → believe([λx.λw.Too-old-for-that(x)(w)])(proy)(y’s wife)(w))
c. ≈For all men y, y’s wife believes of y that y has the property of being too old for that.

An analogous strategy is provided for (4). Further support for tying the co-varying interpretations
to the semantics of attitude ascription is provided by fronted noun phrases which report de re
attitudes as in (11), which allow variable interpretations for pronouns within them (cf. (2)a).

(11)  …but the idea he1 might be too old to work for Mrs. Brown2, I don’t think she2 would
want any man1 to hear about.

Extensions Beyond de re attitude ascription, we will look at cases where bound variable
interpretations are available when a broader notion of logophoricity is at play. In (12), the subject
CP is syntactically never below the quantifier (cf. Larson and Cheung 2008). However, a co-
varying interpretation is available in (12)a where each boy bears an attitude to the fact described
by the subject clause. In (12)b, where a co-varying interpretation is more difficult, no such
attitude is reported.

(12) a. (The fact) that he1 was not chosen prevented every boy1 from feeling happy.
b.?(The fact) that he1 was not chosen meant every boy1 sat on the sidelines.

We speculate that such clauses may contain logophoric binders (Sells 1987, Culy 1994) which
are made available in contexts like (12)a which have co-varying logophoric centers.
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A Note on Ignorance Inferences
1. The Puzzle The following sentences are odd. Why?
(1a) # I have two or more sons
(1b) # If I’m married to an American, I have two sons
Note that there is nothing inherently strange about the propositions conveyed by these sentences,
cf. the relative felicity of:
(2a) John has two or more sons
(2b) If John is married to an American, he has two sons
2. An Initial Proposal I propose that what differentiates (1a,b) from (2a,b) is that while both
give rise to (speaker) ignorance inferences (I-INFs), these I-INFs are strange in (1) but not in (2).
Specifically, it is fairly standard to assign I-INFs for the constituents of disjunctions and condition-
als (eg. Gazdar 1979, Sauerland 2004, Fox 2007). For example, (1b) has an I-INF that the speaker
is ignorant about whether they are married to an American, and about whether they have two sons,
while (2b) has an I-INF that the speaker is ignorant about whether John is married to an American,
and about whether John has two sons. The difference between them seems to be that the former
contradict the common knowledge that people know such kinds of information about their own
families, while it is entirely consistent to be ignorant about such information regarding someone
else’s family. I take this to be evidence for the existence of something like the following principle:
Proposal: I-INF Oddness Principle (First Pass) Sentence φ in context c is odd if φ gives rise to
I-INFs that contradict c.
3. An Initial Consequence: Monotonicity Under standard assumptions about I-INFs, however,
the proposal cannot stand. Specifically, while there is debate as to whether scalar implicatures (SIs)
are semantic or pragmatic, all systems agree that I-INFs are the result of pragmatic reasoning. For
example, under Fox’s (2007) grammatical theory of SI, a sentence φ is ambiguous between parses
with and without an exhaustive operator, exh, the source of SIs. Given a parse for φ, P (φ), any
relevant proposition whose truth-value is left undetermined by [[P (φ)]] will receive an I-INF. It
is fairly straightforward to show that we get the desired I-INFs in (1a,b) whether or not they are
parsed with an exh, given that the constituents of disjunctions and conditionals are relevant (eg.
Singh (2008, 2009), Fox and Katzir (2009a,b)). But since I-INFs are the responsibility of exter-
nal cognitive systems, we should expect them to display the non-monotonicity that characterizes
pragmatic inferences (eg. Grice 1967, Horn 1972). By simply cancelling the I-INFs it should be
possible for (1a,b) to become as felicitous as (2a,b). Indeed, Gazdar (1979) predicts that these
I-INFs must be cancelled (to maintain consistency with the context). But the opposite seems to be
true: there seems to be no escape from their oddness. Even overt attempts at cancellation fail:
(3a) # I have two or more sons. In fact, I have (exactly/more than) two sons.
(3b) # If I’m married to an American, I have two sons. In fact, I’m married to an American.
We conclude that I-INFs must be generated for all relevant propositions whose truth-value is not
determined by the representation assigned to φ. I turn now to some consequences of this conclu-
sion.
4. Revising Magri’s Oddness and Parsing Principles Consider the (necessary) oddness of (4),
from Schlenker (2006):
(4) # John gave the same grade to all his students. He gave some of them an A.
Magri (2009) proposes to account for this in the following way. He argues that at the time the
second sentence of (4) (= ∃) is interpreted, the alternative He gave all of them an A (= ∀) will nec-
essarily be relevant (owing to the contextual equivalance of ∃ and ∀ in this context, as established
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by the first sentence of (4)). Assuming (eg. Horn 1972) that SI computation involves those scalar
alternatives that are relevant, ∀ will necessarily be considered in the computation. To this back-
ground Magri adds a parsing principle, viz. that sentences are always parsed with an exhaustive
operator, exh. In this context, then, [[exh(∃)]] = ∃∧¬∀. The oddness of (4) then follows from the
following principle, which Magri defends at some length:
Magri’s SI Oddness Principle If c ∩ [[exh(φ)]] = ∅, then φ is odd in context c.
(4) is predicted to be odd because [[exh(∃)]] = ∃ ∧ ¬∀ would contradict the contextually estab-
lished knowledge that ∃ ≡ ∀.
So we currently have two oddness principles in place, I-INF Oddness and Magri’s SI Oddness.
While neither principle is deducible from the other, I’d like to suggest a generalization of these
principles that will allow us to capture both I-INF Oddness and SI Oddness without having to ac-
cept any particular disambiguation principle, about which there continues to be much debate (eg.
Chierchia 2004, Fox 2007, Chierchia, Fox, and Spector 2008, Chemla and Spector 2009, Geurts
and Pouscoulous 2009, Magri 2009). Let [[ψ]]+ be the meaning of ψ as strengthened by I-INFs:
Generalized Oddness Principle If all parses of sentence φ, P (φ), are such that [[P (φ)]]+∩ c = ∅,
then φ will be odd in c.
Let us see how the oddness of (1) and (4) follows from Generalized Oddness (GO). In Section
3 we discussed the prediction (eg. Fox 2007) that we get I-INFs in (1) that contradict common
knowledge whether or not we parse the sentence with an exh. Nothing changes when we switch
to GO. However, it turns out that GO also allows us to get the same result for (4). If we parse (4)
as exh(∃), we get a meaning (∃ ∧ ¬∀) that contradicts the common knowledge that ∃ ≡ ∀. But
under GO even if we parse the sentence without exh we still get the desired contradiction with c.
Since the truth-value of ∀ is left open by ∃ it will undergo an I-INF. Moreover, given our earlier
discussion, this I-INF will be mandatory. Thus, there will be no escape from concluding that the
speaker is ignorant about whether John gave all of his students an A (which we’ll write as IS∀).
But by the assertion we learn that the speaker knows that John gave some of his students an A
(which we’ll write as �S∃). Given our common knowledge that John gave some of his students an
A if and only if he gave all of his students an A, �S∃ entails �S∀, which contradicts IS∀.
5. Deriving Hurford’s Constraint Various authors have used Hurford’s Constraint (Hurford 1974,
hf. HC) to argue for the existence of embedded SIs (eg. Fox (2005, 2007), Chierchia, Fox, and
Spector 2008). HC states that a disjunction X ∨ Y is odd if one of the disjuncts entails the other:
(5) # John was born in Paris or France
However, sentences containing scalar items are sometimes immune from HC (Gazdar 1979):
(6) John gave some or all of his students an A
The obviation of HC in (6) has been argued to be due to embedded SIs. By parsing (6) as exh(∃)∨∀
the disjuncts will no longer entail one another. However, HC itself has had to be stipulated, given
that there seems to be no derivation of HC from general pragmatic principles (though see Simons
2000, Katzir 2007). Our proposal suffices now to derive the HC paradigm in (5)-(6). Given the
common knowledge that Paris is in France, (5) conveys that the speaker knows John was born in
France (from the asserted content), and that the speaker is ignorant about whether John was born
in France (recall that X ∨ Y has mandatory I-INFs ISX, ISY ), hence the contradiction. In (6), the
parse ∃ ∨ ∀ results in a contradiction, since we learn from the assertion that �S(∃ ∨ ∀) ≡ �S∃,
which contradicts one of its I-INFs (IS∃). However, the parse exh(∃) ∨ ∀ avoids contradiction,
since we learn from the assertion that �S(exh(∃) ∨ ∀) ≡ �S∃, and from the I-INFs we learn
ISexh(∃) ≡ IS(∃∧¬∀) and IS∀. Since {�S∃, IS(∃∧¬∀), IS∀} is consistent, the sentence is fine.
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